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- Microsoft Has Embraced the Tactics of Political Assassination [2]
- Stallman Was Right About GitHub a Long Time Ago [3]
- Microsoft Was All Along Based on Mediocrity Imposed by Illegal Tactics [4]
- Bill Gates, King of Piracy and Serial Vandal, is a Terrible Public Face for Vaccination Efforts/COVID-19 Response Drive [5]
- Always Follow the Money: Dozens of Press Articles (FUD) About Munich Dumping GNU/Linux After Microsoft Bribery But Only One (So Far in English) About Munich Dumping Microsoft Because GNU/Linux is Technically and Economically Better [6]
- Life Will Never Be the Same Again [7]
- Microsoft FakeHub: GitHub is Faking the Number of Developers in GitHub by Listing Non-Existing Ones [8]
- The Attacked/Attacker Paradox [9]
- Munich’s Experience Retrying Microsoft (Again) [10]
- Links 14/5/2020: Django 3.1 Alpha, Python 3.8 and GNU/Linux is Back in Munich [12]
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